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LINKS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
Daily Blog Updates 
Racecards & Ratings 
App For iOS 
App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 
Bet World Reviews 
ZapTips 

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube

GOOD MORNING! 
Today’s free tips are courtesy of Racing 
Goldmine, The Inside Edge and Quality 
Racing Specialist.


Yours In Sport,


BetFan.com 
ZapTips.co.uk 

CLICK HERE!

TODAY’S SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
1 - Win Bet - 14:50 Wolverhampton (A.W) - Steaming @ 6/1 

2 - Win Bet - 15:30 Lingfield - The Game Is A Foot @ 10/3 

3 - Win Bet - 14:00 Lingfield - For Carmel @ 7/2   
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A Quick Guide To Creating Your Own Ratings - By Eddie 
Lloyd


After last week’s success with a quick and easy guide to finding winners, I thought 
that this week, I would create a simple Excel sheet that allows you to create your own 
ratings. We can apply this strategy to any type of race as long as we have enough 
ratings. We’ll be focussing on the Official Rating and Racing Post’s Rating (both know 
as the OR and the RPR).


The next stage is to look at the market and focus on the top four in the betting. With 
this system, you’ll be looking at the favourite, again but with a little more knowledge in 
your own ratings, this can pay dividends and find you plenty of winners.


So we need to download this excel sheet - 

Your Simple Ratings Spreadsheet 

We now need to find the races that we can work on.


Personally, I prefer anything with 12 or fewer runners. This reduces the competition. 
We’ll also focus on the All Weather. This way we can focus on one type of race code 
and reduce the need to go through every single meeting of a given day.


Handicaps are usually best as we have more OR’s and RPR’s to work with but sellers 
and claimers will work just as well.


Once we have found our races for the day, we simply enter the OR and RPR’s into the 
relevant boxes within the spreadsheet, available to download via the link above.
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I have selected the 12:20 Southwell, today -
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You can see the OR and RPR and we enter these into the boxes, as per the below 
image -


You’ll see that horse number 1 is a non-runner, so I’ve made the first box a 0 and then 
moved onto horse number 2 (all cloths number).


I now have a simple form of rating. We now need to look at the market. The boxes on 
the right-hand side show us how many points to assign to the markets column. You 
can see the market below -
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We’ll now assign the numbers that are assigned in the far right columns to the horses 
as per their number on the card. You’ll see that I’ve done this in the image below -


We can now see that from some simple rankings we’ve got an idea of the best horses 
in the race.


Today’s 12:20 Southwell, sees the favourite Irish Octave as the highest rated and he 
would warrant a good bet. They won’t always win, of course, but doing this simple 
ratings system will allow you to find some of the best top rated horses in a racing day.


If there are enough comments on the blog, I will look at doing a full day’s selections, 
this Thursday.


You can leave a comment on the blog at the link below… 

CLICK HERE TO VISIT THE BETFAN BLOG 

Another Three Trainers In Very Good Form - By High Roller 
Racing


Last week I highlighted Willie Mullins as a trainer warming up nicely and Willie did not 
let me down turning in seven winners including Total Recall in Ladbroke Trophy at 
Newbury. The winners show no sign of stopping.


Three more trainers are highlighted this week. It may be prudent to follow the entries 
to help finding winners of these trainers.


Warren Greatrex announced in July that Richard Johnson would be riding his horses 
as first choice when available. This appointment has been reaping dividends over the 
last few weeks and shows no sign of letting up. Four of Johnson’s last six rides for the 
stable have won including the useful Le Bague Au Roi who seems destined for better 
things. The Greatrex horses are running at a better than normal percentage at this 
time of the year than usual. In the coming week Warren hopes that Aloomomo, 
Mahlervous and The Butcher Said can all do the business. However I think it prudent 
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to look at all entries made by the yard and work out where they are actual running 
together with their winning option. Keep Warren in mind.


Jim Goldie is another shrewd trainer who knows the time of day. Jim has had four 
winners at Newcastle in November and he does seem to have his winning days there 
in the Winter months. Jim has a number of entries at Newcastle in the coming week 
and we need to note who he is sending. At the time of writing he has three entries in 
one race on Wednesday they are Insurplus, Tommy G and Thello... note who Jim 
selects to represent him. Fintry Flyer and Lotara could both run in a six furlong 
handicap. Jim has many of his horses well handicapped and is a canny trainer who 
must be considered with the odd hurdler or two plus his runners on the all weather 
especially at Newcastle.


James Ewart had  four winners and eight placed horses from 23 runners in November. 
He has his small yard in good form. Aristo Du Plessis has been the stable star in 
recent seasons winning six of his seven starts between February 2015 and January 
2016. The handicapper had the measure of the horse at a 145 rating. The horse had 
fallen in the ratings and won at Wetherby last month and with a 133 rating he is 
capable of winning again... look for him. The nine year old Un Guet Apens could prove 
a good winner for the yard if able to overcome training issues behind him. The horse 
should be one to follow after winning at Carlisle last month. In all James Ewart should 
be looked at very carefully.


On a very positive note High Roller Racing, my service, had a 68% strike rate in 
November winning 59.13 points for members. In the last week out of seven selection 
there were six winners. A consistent and high strike rate service. High Roller tips a 
maximum of one horse a day and you pay just £10 if the horse wins and you collect, 
collect and collect. In December three selections Apples Jade WON 6/4... 
Kalashnikov WON 10/11... Yanworth second so 66 percent strike rate so far in 
December. 


Join the WINNING SERVICE and start winning regular from your bookies.


For the best bets each day from High Roller Racing CLICK HERE!
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Five Premier League Group Winners On The Cards - By 
Rick Elliott


Manchester United and Chelsea have winnable home matches in the Champions 
League tonight and the DOUBLE on the English sides to beat CSKA Moscow and 
Atletico Madrid respectively pays almost 2/1. There are five clubs from the Premier 
League playing in the competition this season and there is a great chance of them all 
qualifying for the knockout stages. That would be a first but ahead of the last set of 
fixtures they are all leading their groups. 


There have been times in the history of the European Cup and Champions League 
when English clubs have dominated. In fact teams from England won the old 
European Cup seven times in eight years from 1976 to 1984. From 2004-05 to 
2011-12 eight clubs from the Premier League qualified for the final and Liverpool, 
Manchester United and Chelsea were champions of Europe. In each final from 2006 
to 2009 the losing finalists were English clubs but none have reached the final in the 
last five years.


ENGLAND is the favourite at 15/8 in the Winning Nationality market. One league has 
not provided five of 16 teams in the first knockout round in the history of the 
Champions League. Barcelona and Real Madrid and more recently Atletico progress 
from the rounds but Spain does not have the strength in depth of the Premier League 
qualifiers this season. In fact it’s rare for five clubs from one country to play in the 
Champions League but in winning the Europa League Manchester United joined the 
four qualifiers from their finishing position in the Premier League.  


Chelsea are odds-against to beat Atletico Madrid at Stamford Bridge tonight and that 
seems a big price when you consider that the Spanish club have won just three of 
their last 11 matches in the Champions League on the road. Chelsea have already 
qualified but would be group winners with three points from this match. Manchester 
United have not conceded in 9 of their last 11 home games in all competitions. Two 
wins make the English clubs group winners and the halcyon days would be back. 


Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well the last couple of weeks of November we gradually gave back some of what we 
won earlier in the month then we struck with 25/1 sp winner DEFINITELY VINNE that 
gained us plenty back off the bookmaker as the month was coming to a close so we 
ended up with 42.60 points for the month which is a huge 33.28% return on 
investment so another really good month for our members as we watch the 
investment grow again. 


The only slight negative for the month was the strike rate which was very low by our 
standards but with huge priced winners we more than made up for this. 
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December is here and we will see bets ramp up into the few weeks before Christmas 
as many of our contacts try to land that Christmas gamble. 


CHECK OUT THIS RED HOT DEAL… 

CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 

Today’s Horses In Focus  
Lingfield 1-00 Stakes (Class 6) 16f - Connections of MISTY BLOOM are expecting a 
much better run today at 16/1 the horse could represent some value last race the 
horse was a little clueless and wasn’t trained to full fitness but they have put a lot 
more work into her this time round and are hoping for a decent run. 


Lingfield 3-00 Handicap Chase (Class 3) 20f - WINGS OF SMOKE may well be 12 yo 
but he does like the track and has fallen to a very attractive mark. The team think he 
has a win left in him and he should run a better race today he is certainly fit and well 
at home. 11/1 across the board is a decent enough bit of value for a horse we price at 
6/1. 


Southwell 1-50 Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) 24f - I am going to give a squeak here to 
NAUTICAL NITWIT 20/1 and friendless in the market I happen to think that the horse 
has a pretty solid chance. I think his racing style is suited to this course. I have 
watched this horse run on many occasions and it does have the right attitude I think 
the slight drop in grade will help the cause. 


Southwell 2-20 Maiden Hurdle (Class 4) 16f - One at a huge price for a very inform 
stable is MAD FOR ACTION 40/1 the horse is expected to slowly start to show some 
signs. He hasn’t been over worked for his first few runs but definitely should mature 
into something it will be interesting to watch and see if the horse can put together a 
better run today. 


Southwell 3-20 NH Flat Race (Class 5) 16f - TWO FOR GOLD 8/1 is a nice moving 
sort who has the pedigree to win a race of this nature. Connections think they have 
him ripe for the race and a very big run is expected today. 


Wolverhampton 12-40 Handicap (Class 5) 10f - I have been watching the GAY 
CAVALIER 10/1 for a few races now this is one of those horses that pops up and he is 
well over due a win. I heard word they were expecting a decent run last time at 
Chelmsford but the race didn’t work out a solid hold up performer he needs things to 
drop right but given that Chelmsford race was only 4 days ago you have to think 
connections are sure he is ready to win. 
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A Horse To Follow... 

•	 Elegant Escape (IRE) 

•	 Age: 5 (Foaled April 1st, 2012) 

•	 Sex: Bay Gelding 

•	 Breeding: Dubai Destination (USA) - Graineuaile (IRE) (Orchestra (IRE)) 

•	 Trainer: C L Tizzard 

•	 Owner: Mr J P Romans 


All ready rated 137 this horse didn’t quite live up to his billing last year but this he has 
filled out nicely this year. I think if things go well for the horse this year then we are 
looking at a future CHELTENHAM festival winner. He is a real nice looking horse and 
will progress again this year and by the end I think that this horse will be rated around 
the 160 mark. Keep this in your notebook there are no entries yet. The horse is just 
honest game and very likeable I expect big things this year! 


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 

This Weeks Golf Tournaments - By Bet Fairway


BetFairway members were celebrating on Sunday night after some incredible last 
round investing on the final round of the Hero World Challenge. At the start of the day 
Charlie Hoffman led by 5 shots with Rickie Fowler well back and many pundits and 
golf betting "experts" calling it a done deal.


BetFairway had other ideas though and members placed a max win bet on Fowler 
@28/1 as we opposed the five shot leader Hoffman as he had a history of choking in 
the lead. The result was sensational as Fowler shot 61 and won easily with Hoffman 
struggling to get round in par. Yet more evidence of the power of the BetFairway 
Master Racing system which has been honed over nearly 30 years.


Do not think this is a quiet time in the World of Golf Betting as we have the South 
African swing then on to the Middle East for some massive Tournaments where the 
service has traditionally made big profits.


Fowler's win puts us 363.32 points up on the year and a staggering 1736.42 overall 
since we began. Consistently beating the odds to deliver big profits on golf betting 
through unique ratings. Make 2018 the year you start making your golf betting pay big 
time.


This week features the Joburg Open and we have one outright bet at 300/1 there is 
still time to get on him for the event if you sign up there will also be match bets and 
round betting. George Coetzee will fancy his chances of landing this and he rates a 
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strong each way bet. A highly talented player in a field that lacks depth he must go 
close.


Joburg Open Starts Thursday  

Each Way - George Coetzee 18/1 Betfred - 1/4 odds 5 places 

If you want profits from your betting then the above proves golf could be the key and 
the time sensitive link below will get you all the BetFairway tips for the next 3 months 
for just £18.00.


CLICK HERE To Get Involved!
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